
SAVE HERIOT HILL
Green Hill or Prison Wall



LAST YEAR (2014)

Developers transgressed allowable behavior when 
they brought in heavy machinery and a 
professional team for a noisy, dust filled week to 
chop a mature woodland down and...

create significant land reconstruction and an 
access road without permission - or any 
engineering report







DISREGARD

for property and people

at Top of Hill





AND

Bottom of Hill

with no neighbor-hood negotiation





THEY ALSO

knocked down a Listed Buildings wall without 
permission.  This behavior was not respectful of 
local residents or planning guidelines

submitted a planning application for a road which 
was withdrawn at the last min after major local 
opposition



THEY HAVE NOW 
(20 MAY 2015)

submitted a development plan for 8 LARGE 
TOWN HOUSES on a steep and narrow, hillside

and building a roadway on top of a wall, over 18 
meters above the tenement gardens, to provide 
access to these houses 



A DARK CANYON

this massive wall is to be built on the boundary 
with a long row of tenement buildings. 

it would have a severe impact on the tenement 
flats in terms of light, air quality and general 
amenity. 

it would turn the tenement gardens into a dark 
canyon

the plans are missing essential detail...



 SUBMITTED DRAWINGS

do not show the full impact of what's proposed.

for instance, a cross section drawing of the 
proposed buildings shows a much lower retaining 
wall supporting the roadway and houses than is 
actually the case.  

... artistic license or deliberately misleading?
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LACK OF DETAIL

no cross sections of the site showing the proposed 
and existing buildings, with accurate levels 

no studies to assess the impact on daylight to the 
tenements and sunlight to the back greens... in line 
with the Council's own guidance

no landscape plan showing screening and how all 
remaining trees will be safeguarded

no elevations showing the scale and finishes of the 
retaining wall



LBC SUBMISSION

The developers also submitted a separate ‘stand 
alone’ Listed Buildings Consent.  This LBC 
submission does not require Neighbor 
Notification... which is why locals only stumbled 
upon it. 

the LBC talks about instability of the land and the 
need to take in machinery to do all sorts of testing!



EQUALITY ???

when a local created a new doorway in their flat 
they had to submit an engineer's report as part of 
the application. 

how is it possible that a developer can apply to 
build 8 huge townhouses on what they admit is a 
steep and unstable site without providing any 
engineering reports? 



PRISON WALL

although the two submissions are separate, stand 
alone applications, it is important to read both to 
get a full understanding of their extreme 
proposals

who would want a 19 meter high retaining wall on 
their boundary fence... with houses on top?  This 
would create the impact of living in a prison



APPLY AND WITHDRAW

over many years there have been several 
applications to develop this steep, narrow hill 
which have been withdrawn before a decision 
could be made

the quiet, green hill is a major reason for owners 
and residents choosing to purchase and live in this 
high population density area



CAT & MOUSE

it is time to call on the wider community for 
support 

this cat and mouse, multiple application and 
withdrawal game dis-empowers local residents 
and concerned parties



QUALITY OF LIFE

elders in the community played on Heriot Hill 
(locally known as Sandy Bank) as children.  It is a 
much needed, small but valued inner city green 
space which has a huge impact on the quality of 
life for locals



THE APPLICATION

any decision made by a Planning Officer could be 
subject to a judicial review as not all aspects were 
taken into consideration



NO PRISON WALL

declare Heriot Hill/Sandy Bank unsuitable for 
major development  

let regrowth and stabilization take place in a way 
that supports quality of life.  Not by turning it into 
a prison wall



IT’S TIME

it's time Scotland has a planning and 
development system we can all be proud of



SAVE HERIOT HILL
Green Hill or Prison Wall


